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DESCRIPTION

255612

Krug Grand Cuvee

REG. PRICE SALE PRICE
$150.00

DISCOUNT %

N/A

N/A

"The Grande Cuvee (disgorged 1998) is scented of croissant, buttered cinnamon toast and warm strawberries with a hint of smoky bacon.
Muscular and still very taut in the mouth, the densely packed flavors are refreshed with a pure, crisp acid line. It finishes long with plenty of
toast and nut layers." - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 95pts

255614

Krug Grand Cuvee

$89.99

N/A

N/A

"The Grande Cuvee (disgorged 1998) is scented of croissant, buttered cinnamon toast and warm strawberries with a hint of smoky bacon.
Muscular and still very taut in the mouth, the densely packed flavors are refreshed with a pure, crisp acid line. It finishes long with plenty of
toast and nut layers." - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 95pts

255615

Krug Grand Cuvee

$375.00

N/A

N/A

"The Grande Cuvee (disgorged 1998) is scented of croissant, buttered cinnamon toast and warm strawberries with a hint of smoky bacon.
Muscular and still very taut in the mouth, the densely packed flavors are refreshed with a pure, crisp acid line. It finishes long with plenty of
toast and nut layers." - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 95pts

64318

1995 Krug Clos de Mesnil Blanc de Blanc

$1,299.99

N/A

N/A

"The 1995 Blanc de Blancs Clos du Mesnil is a beautiful, delicate, medium-bodied Champagne offering hints of flint, chalk, white peaches,
honeyed grapefruit, and lemon zest. This beautiful Chardonnay tastes of liquid minerals and reeks of terroir." Reviewed by Robert Parker. Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 94pts

28648

1998 Krug Vintage

$250.00

N/A

"Deeply pitched aromas of candied citrus fruits, pear skin, peach, anise and smoky herbs, with slow-building florality. Toasty and broad,
showing impressive power and focus to its ripe orange and pit fruit flavors. Brighter on the finish, which hangs on with excellent tenacity and
leaves behind notes of candied nuts, flowers and citrus pith. This Champagne has loosened up a bit since I tasted it last year and is showing
more complexity, but it still deserves some patience, or at least an hour of air." - Reviewed by: International Wine Cellar - 94pts

Some prices are only valid with Binny's Card * Selection varies by location * Shop early for best selection * Quantities are limited to stock on hand * No rain checks * All bottles 750mL unless otherwise stated

N/A

